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Abstract  

The computation of cross sectional weights in household panels is challenging because 

household compositions change over time. Sampling probabilities of new household entrants are 

generally not known and assigning them zero weight is not satisfying.  Two common approaches 

to cross sectional weighting address this issue: (1) “shared weights” and (2) modeling or 

estimating unobserved sampling probabilities based on person-level characteristics.  We survey 

how several well-known national household panels address cross sectional weights for different 

groups of respondents (including immigrants and births) and in different situations (including 

household mergers and splits). We show that for certain estimated sampling probabilities the 

modeling approach gives the same weights as fair shares, the most common of the shared 

weights approaches. Rather than abandoning the shared weights approach when orphan 

respondents (respondents in households without sampling weights) exist, we propose a hybrid 

approach; estimating sampling weights of newly orphan respondents only. 

 

Key words: BHPS, HILDA, PSID, SOEP, modeled weights, shared weights, fair shares 
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1. Introduction 

Household panel surveys are sample surveys in which the same private households are 

interviewed repeatedly over time (e.g. once a year). They are typically general purpose surveys 

with multiple topics, and have become an important source of socio economic and other micro 

data.  Many countries around the world are financing household survey panels, including USA 

(PSID, http://psidonline.isr.umich.edu), Great Britain (BHPS, 

http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/bhps), Germany (SOEP, http://www.diw.de/en/soep), Canada 

(SLID, http://www.statcan.gc.ca/ ), Australia (HILDA,  

http://www.melbourneinstitute.com/hilda),  Switzerland (SHP, http://www.swisspanel.ch), 

Netherlands (LISS, http://www.centerdata.nl/en/TopMenu/Projecten/MESS ), and Chile 

(CASEN, http://mideplan.cl/casen ). South Africa’s household panel (http://www.nids.uct.ac.za ) 

is in wave 2, the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics is about to set up a household survey panel 

for Israel (Thomas Caplan, Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, personal communication). 

Household panel surveys differ from one-time cross sectional surveys. Time affects 

household panel surveys in two ways:  (a) the target population changes over time, (b) the 

household composition may change over time. In all high quality panels the sample in wave 1 is 

a probability sample of a target population (e.g. German private households) at one point in time. 

Because of immigration, emigration, births and deaths the target population in the following year 

is slightly different and those differences accumulate over time. It is possible to take the view 

that the purpose of the panel is to follow the population in year 1 over time, thereby eliminating 

the need to address immigration and births. However, this view is not satisfactory in practice as it 

does not allow for cross sectional analyses except for the first wave. Compounding this issue, the 

http://psidonline.isr.umich.edu/
http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/bhps
http://www.diw.de/en/soep
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/
http://www.melbourneinstitute.com/hilda
http://www.swisspanel.ch/
http://www.centerdata.nl/en/TopMenu/Projecten/MESS
http://mideplan.cl/casen
http://www.nids.uct.ac.za/
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household composition changes over time as a consequence of marriages/cohabitation, 

separations/divorces, births, adoptions, deaths, children moving out. This raises the question of 

how to compute weights for new household entrants, i.e. respondents who move into existing 

households.  

The sampling probability of new household entrants is usually unknown. A related issue 

is the effect of individual persons moving out of a household on weights.  Depending on specific 

so-called following rules, some respondents are traced as they form their own new households 

whereas others are not traced. The most common situations in which new households are formed 

are (1) the separation of the head of household from his partner, and (2) grown children moving 

out.  From a substantive point of view, following “movers-out” is desirable because in this case a 

more complete story about population dynamics can be told with the panel data.  

We compare the implementation of cross sectional weights of several household survey 

panels and derive conditions under which the two most common approaches are equivalent; i.e. 

lead to the same cross sectional weights. The next section introduces the two most common 

approaches to cross sectional weighting, “shared weights” and “modeling”. Section 3 contains a 

comparison of how these approaches are implemented in several large household surveys. 

Section 4 gives conditions under which the weights of one of the “shared weights” approaches 

coincide with the “modeling approach”.  Section 5 addresses the issue that the shared weights 

approach does not work if none of the household members has a sampling weight and proposes 

one possible solution. Section 6 concludes with a discussion. 
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2.  Cross-sectional weights for new household entrants  

When new household members enter a household panel after wave 1, it is common to 

compute their cross-sectional weights. The other option, assigning no weight, is not desirable 

because it wastes data in the sense that respondents deliver information which gets a weight of 

zero.  

The cross-sectional weight is computed from the probability of selection in wave 1.  The 

probability of selection for new household entrants depends on their household membership 

history over the life of the panel  (Lynn 2009, p.28). However, the membership history of new 

household entrants prior to their entry is often unknown.  For example, suppose in the second 

wave of a panel survey person A moves into a household that consists only of person B. Then 

there are two paths though which a household may be included in wave 2: by sampling person A 

or person B in wave 1 (or both).  To properly compute the household weight for wave 2, one 

needs to compute the probability of sampling A or B in wave 1. Failure to make a correction 

would overstate the number of households with new entrants (Watson 2004) . 

 Difficulties arise because the wave 1 selection probabilities for new household entrants 

are typically not known. One approach is to estimate these probabilities which we call the 

modeling approach (Galler 1987, p.313).  A completely different solution is the “shared weights” 

approach (Ernst 1989) which includes the “fair shares” approach . The PSID considers only 

members of wave 1 and their children to be sample members and implicitly assigns weight 0 to 

other cohabitants (non-sample members).   
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The “Shared weights” approach  

 “Shared weights” (Ernst 1989; Kalton and Brick 1995; Lavallée 1995; Lavallée and 

Caron 2001; Rendtel and Harms 2009) is a strategy for developing cross sectional weights that 

only requires selection probabilities of individuals selected in the original sample. The “shared 

weights” approach keeps the sum of individual weights within a household constant, 

redistributing the weights among the individuals as new individuals enter a household.  For 

example, suppose each person in a two-person household has weight 1500. When a new entrant 

joins this household, the total weight of 3000 is redistributed among 3 people giving each person 

a weight of 1000. When the total weight is distributed evenly among the household members, 

this is called the “equal person weight” or “fair shares” method to redistributing weights.  Other 

weight sharing schemes exist (Rendtel and Harms 2009). 

It turns out that the redistribution of weights among household members yields unbiased 

estimators of a population total, though efficiency depends on the sampling probabilities and 

cannot always be assessed (Kalton and Brick 1995).  However, the shared weights approach 

requires that at least one wave 1 respondent still lives in the household  (Kalton and Brick 1995, 

p. 3-1, 6-1; Lynn 2009, p.28) .  This means that associated persons that leave a household – such 

as a spouse who joined the household in wave 2 and who later divorced and moved out - receive 

zero weight.  This is unproblematic when only wave 1 sample members and their children are 

followed as is the case in BHPS1. This is not acceptable when wider following rules are adopted 

as is the case in the SOEP, HILDA, and the Swiss Household Panel (SHP) (after wave 9). 

 
 
1 BHPS also follows parents of children who have at least one wave 1 parent. They are assigned a weight of zero 
when living in households without a weight to share. 



The shared weight approach implies the sum of the individual weights remain constant 

over time except for additional weight due to new birth/ adoption and recent immigrants. In 

practice, however, household weights vary from year to year because of corrections for 

nonresponse and poststratification. 

The modeling approach 

Even though the earlier history of entrants in later waves is not known, it is possible to model the 

individual selection probabilities, e. g. via regression. The probability of selecting household Hi 

is the probability of selecting one or more constituent households: 

)1()1)(1(1)()( 21321 kki ppphhhhPHP −−−−=∪∪∪∪= LL    (1) 

where h1 , …, hk are the constituent households in wave 1 which jointly form the new household at 

a later wave, and where p1,…,pk are the corresponding selection probabilities. Equation (1) 

assumes independence between the constituent households (Kalton and Brick 1994, Equation 

3.3).  A constituent household or a group of household entrants refers to entrants that moved 

together from their old household to the new household (e.g., a mother with children). Overall, 

the independence assumption appears reasonable even though it might not hold, for example, 

because people who get married might be geographically clustered. The selection probability of 

the  household that was in the original sample,  p1,  is known but the selection probabilities 

corresponding to new entrant groups are unknown because they were not part of the original 

sample. This approach is implemented in HILDA (Watson 2004). 
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The approach taken in the SOEP (Galler 1987) has two modifications.  First, equation (1) is 

simplified by removing joint probabilities. Neglecting the smaller joint probabilities, equation (1) 

can be rewritten as  

P(selecting HH) = p1 + p2 +… + pk       (2) 

Second, SOEP does not consider groups of new entrants (or constituent households) but rather 

treats each new entrant as a separate unit. For example, if a mother and her grown child move 

into a respondent household, SOEP would compute the selection probability as p1 + p2 + p3 

(probabilities corresponding to the original household, the mother and the child) whereas 

equation (1) implies p1 + p2 - p12 (probabilities corresponding to the original household, the 

mother-child household, and the joint probability of selecting both households). 

In both approaches, unknown probabilities need to be estimated. This is done via 

regression analyses. SOEP uses ordinary least squares regression with logit(p) as a dependent 

variable. The SOEP regressions explain about 90% of the variation (R2=0.9) for early waves and 

about 50% of the variation (R2=0.5) for recent waves. Weights are computed as the inverse 

selection probabilities (Horvitz and Thompson 1952) which are derived from the regression 

results. Therefore, as a new group moves into a household, the selection probability of the 

combined household increases and the weight of the combined household decreases.  

 

3.  Implementation of cross sectional weights in survey panels  

The two basic approaches to cross sectional household weights outlined in the previous 

section have been implemented across a variety of household panel surveys. We consider the 
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effect of new household entrants on both cross sectional household and cross sectional individual 

weights for several panels that reflect the range of approaches:  

• The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) began in 1968 as a representative sample 

of the US population and the households in which they reside. Just one person (“head of 

household”) is interviewed per household. The PSID now covers roughly 9,000 

households in the USA.  

• The German Socio Economic Panel (SOEP) began in 1984. Every adult household 

member is sampled. SOEP has roughly 3300 responding households with 6000 

responding persons. 

•  The British Household Survey Panel (BHPS) began in 1991.  Every adult household 

member is sampled. The BHPS has roughly 4600 responding households with 8300 

responding persons.  

• The Swiss Household Panel (SHP) started in 1999.  Every adult household member is 

sampled. SHP has roughly 7000 households with 18000 household members.  

• The Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia Survey (HILDA2) began in 

2001. Every adult household member is sampled. HILDA has roughly 7200 responding 

households with 13300 responding persons. 

 
 
2 For convenience, we refer to the “the HILDA survey” simply as “HILDA”. 
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Tables 1 and 2 show the effect of the approaches on individual and household weights, 

respectively.  BHPS and SHP use the weight share method. SOEP and HILDA use the modeling 

approach.  The PSID only interviews one household member thereby effectively assigning others 

the weight zero.  

Table 1 further shows how individual weights are calculated from household weights and 

vice versa. For the two panels using the modeling approach (HILDA and SOEP), individual 

weights are derived from household weights. Because both panels select all adult household 

members, the selection probability of an individual is the same as the selection probability of a 

household. (In practice, due to individual nonresponse, individual weights may vary from 

household weights). The two panels using the shared weights approach (BHPS and SHP) 

compute the household weight as the average individual weight3. Because under fair shares all 

individuals receive the same weight, computing the household weight as the average individual 

weight or setting the household weight equal to the individual weight are equivalent.  

For discussing the effect of household entrants on weights, we distinguish between 

regular household entrants, recent immigrants and births/adoptions. 

 

The effect of regular household entrants on weights 

When there are new household entrants, the individual weights and households weights 

of existing household members are down-weighted for both the modeling and the shared weights 

 
 
3  For the BHPS, the average is computed over all household members, not just the wave-1 sample members (Nick 
Buck, personal communication). 
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approach. For the modeling approach, the household weight decreases because multiple paths of 

entry increase the selection probability of the household. For the shared weights approach, the 

individual weights decrease because the sum of the individual weights remains by definition 

constant.  Therefore the BHPS household weight, the average individual weight of individual 

household members, also decreases.   

From wave 2 onward, there are unknown selection probabilities (cf equation 1) for new 

household entrants. For both HILDA and SOEP, unknown selection probabilities are estimated 

via regression and used to compute the household weight.  All individual weights are then 

derived from the (down-weighted) household weight, adjusted for attrition and post–

stratification.  Additional differences arise between HILDA and SOEP in their approach to 

modeling attrition.  Briefly, HILDA models attrition from wave 1 to wave n rather than wave by 

wave like the SOEP.   

 

Births and Adoptions 

Births and adoptions (after wave 1) by definition could not have been sampled in wave 1. 

They represent the changing target population – the part of the population that did not exist in 

wave 1 - and are not treated like regular entrants.  In the modeling approach, individual weights 

are typically set to the household weight. However, unlike for regular entrants, the household 

weight does not decrease. In the shared weights approach, births/ adoptions are also assigned 

additional weight. The BHPS assigns the average individual weight (not the shared weight) of 

the parents to births/ adoptions. If only one parent is a sample member, that child receives only 

half that weight (Taylor et al. 2009, p. A5-9).  The PSID also assigns the average individual 
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weights of the parents to births/ adoptions, unless only one parent lives in the household. In this 

case, birth/adoptions are assigned half that weight.   

The SHP has not yet set rules for this issue because the children born into the panel are 

still too young to be interviewed. For the modeling approach, the household weights remain 

unchanged. For the BHPS and for the PSID, average individual weights are recomputed.4  

“Understanding Society” (USoc) (http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/understanding-

society ), a large recent longitudinal panel of Great Britain (co-located with the BHPS whose 

sample became part of USoc), implements an alternative strategy of assigning weights to 

children.  The expected number of children of two wave 1 respondents who marry spouses 

outside of the panel is twice as large as the expected number of children of two wave 1 parents. 

This may lead to an underrepresentation of children of wave 1 parents because wave 1 parents – 

already married in wave 1 – are on average older than parents in partnerships forming after wave 

1.  USoc assigns positive weight only to children where the mother was a wave 1 sample 

member, and zero weight to other children.5 

 

                                                 
 
4 For the BHPS, a birth can lead to an increased household weight. Suppose there is a 3 person household: two wave 
1 parents with weight 10 each and a grandmother who moved in after wave 1.  A child is born and receives the 
average parent weight (10). The household weight before the birth was 20/3=6.7, the household weight after birth is 
30/4=7.5. 

5 We thank Peter Lynn for pointing this out. 

http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/understanding-society
http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/understanding-society
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Recent Immigrants 

Recent immigrants are individuals who have immigrated into the target population after 

wave 1 of the survey. They are not necessarily foreign nationals. Both recent immigrants and 

births represent groups of new entrants that could not have been sampled in wave 1. Because 

they change the target population, recent immigrants should be treated differently than other 

panel entrants. However, except for HILDA and SHP, panels treat immigrants just like other 

panel entrants.  

In HILDA, when an immigrant joins a household, the household weight remains 

unchanged (for a regular entrant the household weight decreases). Therefore, individual weights 

of all household members are unchanged also (for a regular entrant, individual weights of all 

household members decrease) and, as with all other household members, the immigrant’s weight 

equals the household weight. In SHP, when an immigrant joins a household, individual weights 

of existing members remain unchanged (for regular entrants, individual weights decrease). The 

recent immigrant is assigned the average weight of the original sample members in the 

household (Voorpostel et al. 2009, Section 4.2.3b) .  The SHP defines the target population to 

exclude households composed exclusively of recent immigrants (Graf 2009, p.19) .  

In SOEP, there is a special refresher sample just for immigrants. Recent immigrants (into 

existing households) outside this refresher sample are treated like any other household entrant.  

To the extent that panels like SOEP and BHPS do not treat recent immigrants differently from 

regular household entrants, we attribute this to the difficulty and the additional burden to 

distinguish between recent immigrants and regular household entrants. 
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Deaths and Emigration 

Deaths and emigration are generally unproblematic from a survey perspective.  In 

HILDA and SOEP, the weight of a dead person is simply removed because deaths change the 

size of the target population too. In the PSID the household weight computed as the average 

individual weight in the household has to be recalculated without the deceased person.  Because 

in the BHPS the household weight is computed as an average of all members (including those 

with zero weight), the death of a member with zero weight increases the household weight and 

the death of a respondent with weight decreases the household weight. Individual weights do not 

change. The weight of a dead person is simply removed; it is not redistributed under “shared 

weights”. 

 

Household splits 

A household split occurs when one or more members of a household leave a household 

(e.g. grown child, divorced spouse) and form a separate household.  In the shared weight 

approach individual weights (not shared weights) remain with the individuals as they move to 

form new households. Respondents with a non-zero weight are wave 1 respondents and 

births/adoptions (and recent immigrants in the SHP). For example, suppose a wave 1 couple each 

with individual weight 10,000 separates, and the wife moves in with a new partner. Both 

respondents retain their individual weight of 10,000.  The shared weight of the husband – now in 

a single household – remains 10,000 whereas the (fair shares) shared weight of the wife and her 

new partner is 5,000 each.  The weight of all other respondents is zero and their zero weight is 

carried forward to new household. Therefore, the shared weight approach does not work well 

when such members are followed. 
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In the modeling approach all newly formed households get the same weight as the 

existing household.  As before, individual weights are derived from household weights.  

 

Household mergers 

Our comparison revealed two different approaches under the label of “household 

merger”.  On closer inspection, they turned out to correspond to two types of household mergers: 

1) unrelated merge:  two or more unrelated sample households merge 2) move-back merge: two 

or more households re-merge after having formed a single household at some earlier time during 

the lifetime of the panel.  For example, a grown child moves out of his parents home to go to 

college. After college, the grown child moves back in with his/her parents.  

For the modeling approach, the unrelated merge is treated just like regular new household 

entrants with the one difference that the selection probabilities in equation (1) are known and 

need not be estimated. This type of merger is rare but has occurred in and is implemented in 

HILDA.6    

The second type of merger is different in that the selection probability of a household 

does not change as the grown youngster moves back into the parent household. SOEP uses the 

former household weight corresponding to the new head of household (In SOEP, the head of 

household is the person who fills out the household questionnaire).  This type of merge is also 

rare and has occurred less than 20 times in 26 SOEP waves. 

 
 
6 This type of merger has occurred in SOEP but is currently not treated as such. 



For the shared weights approach this issues does not arise because the household weight 

is derived from individuals (rather than the other way around). 

 

4. Conditions under which modeling and fair shares weights are 
identical 

When sampling households and selecting all household members for inclusion in the 

panel, the individual weights of all household members are equal (before adjustments for non-

response and post stratification). While unknown selection probabilities in equation (1) are 

estimated, the estimates serve to compute the household selection probability. Therefore, for the 

modeling approach respondents living in the same household have the same weight. 

 In general, the shared weights approach does not require equal weights. However, the 

most popular approach, “fair shares”, implemented in the BHPS and in the SHP, does assume 

equal weights. We compute under which conditions the weights from the modeling approach and 

the “fair shares” approach coincide. The insight also points to one possible solution for the 

assignment of weights to respondents in households without a weight under the fair shares 

regime.  

The modeling approach is equivalent to a fair shares approach if the sum of cross 

sectional individual weights do not change when one new entrant group moves into the 

household:  
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where n1 is the number of individuals in the household before the arrival of a new entrant, 

w1 is the individual weight beforehand and w1,2 the corresponding weight afterwards. Weights 

are computed as inverse selection probabilities.   
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where - like in equation (1) - p1 is the selection probability of the existing household, and 

p2 the selection probability of the new entrant. Solving for p2 yields   

)1/(1/ 11212 pnnpp −⋅=         (3) 

1/ (1-p1) represents an adjustment factor which is close to 1.0 for small probabilities p1 

and equals 1.0 if the term p1p2 in equation (2) is removed. Therefore, the adjustment factor 

represents the probability of selecting both (rather than just one) constituent households in wave 

1.  Selection probabilities are typically very small. For SOEP, about 10,000 households are 

selected out of 40 million German households resulting in average selection probabilities in the 

order of 0.00025.  For small probabilities, if one entrant (n2=1) joins the household, the 

probability p2=p1/n1. The probability for a new entrant is inversely proportional to the number of 

existing household members. Therefore, the sampling weight for a new entrant is proportional to 

the number of existing household members.  

For example, suppose a single person moves into a two person household and that the 

household was selected in wave 1 with a probability p1=0.01. This implies a weight of 100 for 

the household and each of the two persons (ignoring non-response and other adjustments). Using 

equation (3), the fair shares approach and the modeling approach yield the same sampling 
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weights for the combined household if p2= 0.005 (ignoring the higher order term p1p2).  The 

individual (shared) sampling weight for each individual in the combined household is 

200/3=66.7. Likewise, the individual weight for the modeling approach is 1/(0.01+0.005)=66.7. 

This is also the household weight for both approaches (for fair shares, the household weight is 

the average of 3 equal weights, see Table 1). While the two approaches give the same sampling 

weights for p2=0.005, it is not clear how under what circumstances the selection probability of a 

one- person-household should be half that of the selection probability of a two-person-

household.  

The modeling approach coincides with the fair shares approach if a single new entrant is 

assigned the selection probability p1/n1 * 1/(1-p1).  If the estimated probability for p2 is larger, the 

modeling approach leads to a smaller weight than the fair shares approach and vice versa. 

We will now look at some special cases. When the existing sample household consists of 

a single person (n=1) joined by a single other person (m=1, e.g. new partner moves in), equation 

(3) becomes 

  )()1/( 1112 poddsppp =−=

Because the odds are always larger than the corresponding probability, this implies p2 >p1.  For 

small selection probabilities, the probabilities are approximately equal: p1 ≈ p2.  For large 

selection probabilities p1, the two approaches cannot coincide because the probability p2 

computed from (3) is greater than 1.0. As long as )/( 2111 nnnp +< , we have p2<1.  Because 

selection probabilities are typically small this is not likely a problem in practice. 
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In the appendix we derive a formula for two entrant groups analogous to equation (3). 

Leaving out higher order terms in equation (1), we also develop an approximate formula for (k-

1) entrant groups, and show that for two entrant groups the approximate and the exact formula 

give very similar results for small selection probabilities p1 (Table A-1). 

In summary, for small p1 the modeling approach and the fair shares approach are 

approximately equivalent when the selection probability for a new entrant is inverse proportional 

to the number of existing household members. Differences related to households splits remain: 

When a household split occurs weights are redistributed under the fair shares approach but not 

for the modeling approach. This includes the case in which some respondents moving out are left 

without a weight in the faire shares approach (“orphan respondents”). 

 

5. Weights of orphan respondents in the shared weights approach  

The shared weights approach is only fully appropriate as long as at least one person with 

a sampling weight (wave 1 members, births and recent immigrants) remains in the household  

(Lynn 2009, p.28). We call respondents in households without a person with a sampling weight 

“orphan respondents”.   If a panel using the shared weights approach chooses to follow 

respondents without sampling weights (e.g. spouses /partners who moved in after wave 1), those 

respondents cannot be assigned a shared weight when they move out (e.g. due to divorce 

/separation)  by themselves7.  This was not a problem up to know because the panels with the 

 
 
7 If they move out with a child that has a sampling weight, the shared weights approach works fine. 
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 do.  

                                                

fair shares approaches  (BHPS8, SHP) did not follow household members without a weight as 

SOEP and  HILDA

However, the Swiss household panel uses the fair shares approach for cross sectional 

weights (Graf 2009), and recently (Wave 9) changed the following rules to follow everyone 

(spouses, roommates, relatives, etc.)(Voorpostel et al. 2009, Section 2.3.2). This requires a 

revision of the approach to cross sectional weights. The option of assigning zero weight to 

orphan respondents is not appealing because it reduces the sample size.  

A second option – not yet discussed in the literature – is to adopt a hybrid approach in 

which shared weights continue to be used and selection probabilities for new orphan respondents 

are estimated separately.  Selection probabilities of orphan respondents need only be computed 

once when they first become orphan respondents. Subsequently, they are no longer orphan 

respondents and the shared weights approach can be applied.  

The advantage of this hybrid approach is threefold: (1) it solves the problem of orphan 

respondents, (2) it allows for a smooth transition when following rules are expanded like in the 

Swiss household panel (as compared to switching completely to a modeling approach), and (3) 

potential bias and variability due to the model-based estimation are restricted to orphan 

respondents only. 

A third option arises because weights computed under fair shares can be reinterpreted as 

being computed based on the modeling approach.  Unlike the fair shares approach, the modeling 
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approach can assign weights to orphan respondents.  This solution is not particularly attractive, 

though, because it is not clear how to justify the selection probability p2 in equation (2) without 

the context of shared weights.  

 

6. Discussion  

We have discussed two common approaches to cross sectional weights in household 

panel surveys, “shared weights” and “modeling”. The fair shares approach is a modeling 

approach corresponding to a specific model of the selection probability of new entrants (equation 

2). This is not true for the shared weights approach in general because individual shared weights 

do not have be equal; they just have to sum to the same constant. Specifically, the fair shares 

approach corresponds to a model in which the selection probability for a new entrant is 

(approximately) inverse proportional to the number of existing household members. That is, 

household entrants joining larger households correspond to smaller probabilities in the model. 

This model is not intuitive; we cannot think of a realistic sampling design for which this would 

be the case. Even though the estimates of weights coincide for both approaches, it is not clear 

how to justify equations (2), (A.2) and (A.3) from a modeling perspective.  

The shared weights approach is limited in that it excludes orphan respondents, i.e. it 

requires the presence of one sample member with a weight in the household. This is problematic 

when the panel follows household members who moved in after wave 1 (such as spouses or 

partners) who later leave the household (e.g. divorce/separation). We have proposed a hybrid 

shared weights approach that models the selection probability of orphan respondents separately 
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when they become orphans. While this appears to have some advantages, empirical work is 

needed to evaluate this procedure in practice.  

The comparison of approaches to cross sectional weights has identified similarities and 

differences between the two approaches and between the panels. When regular new entrants join 

a household, the cross sectional weights of existing household members decrease for both 

approaches.  The comparison has also uncovered two different types of household mergers which 

we have termed the “move-back merge” and the “unrelated merge”, the rare merge of two 

unrelated sample households. Some panels do not distinguish between recent (after wave 1) 

immigrants and regular household entrants. Presumably, the administrative burden of 

distinguishing between recent immigrants and regular respondents is high relative to the potential 

number of recent immigrants. 

 



Appendix  

In the main text we gave a formula with the conditions under which the modeling 

approach and the “fair shares”  approach result in the same weights when one new entrant group 

enters a household (e.g. a mother and her child from a previous marriage move in with a 

respondent). Here we derive two additional formulas: (1) a formula for the case when there are 

two new entrant groups (e.g. a sample member and two college friends form a new household; 

the two college friends were previously living separately). (2) a approximation for an arbitrary 

number of new entrant groups when leaving out higher order terms in equation (1). For two 

entrant groups we have  
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Because there are two unknown probabilities, p2 and p3, but only one equation, there is no 

unique solution to the estimation. We make the simplifying assumption that the selection 

probabilities of new entrant groups are equal: p2= p3. This assumption reflects a sampling design 

in which unobserved constituent households were selected with equal probability.  Using this 

assumption solving for p2 gives 
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The second solution of the quadratic equation is not valid because it yields a probability 

greater than 1. Unfortunately, this equation is less interpretable than equation (3). A 
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corresponding solution can be derived for 3 entrant groups which is even less interpretable. 

Instead, we try to gain intuition by developing an approximation removing the higher order terms 

in equation (A.1) and show that the two formulas give numerically similar results. 

If we remove higher order terms in equation (A.1) which are very small, we have  

 ∑∑
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If n2=…=nk=1, this reduces to 112 / npp =  or further to p2=p1 if n1=1 also.  Table A-1 

compares the estimates of p2 using the exact formula in (A.2) and the approximate formula 

without the higher order terms in (A.3) as a function of p1. The estimate using the approximation 

is always smaller than the estimate using the exact formula. The approximation is not very good 

for larger values of p1 (p1=0.2 and p1=0.1) but those values do not occur in practice. When the 

selection probability of the existing household, p1, is 0.01 or less, the exact estimate of p2 is only 

1.5% larger than the approximate estimate. For small values of p1, the higher order terms are 

negligible. Therefore, if higher order terms are negligible, the fair shares approach corresponds 

to a model in which selection probabilities are proportional to the number of people. 
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Table 1: The effect of household changes on cross sectional individual weights for different 
household panels  

  BHPS SHP PSID HILDA SOEP  

Method for 
computing 

weights 

hh weight = 
average of 
individual 
weights 

hh weight = 
average of 
individual 
weights 

hh weight = 
average of 
individual 
weights 

individual 
weights = 
household 

weight 

individual 
weights = 
household 

weight 

Method for 
assigning 
weight to 

new 
Entrants 

Weight 
Share 

Weight 
Share Zero Weight Modeling Modeling 

Regular 
Household 

Entrants 

 down-
weighted 

down-
weighted zero weight  down-

weighted  
 down-

weighted 

Immigrants 
like other 

household 
entrants 

average of 
(individual) 

OSM weights

like other 
household 
entrants 

unchanged 
like other 

household 
entrants 

Birth / 
adoptions 

receive 
average 
weight of 
parents 

does not 
apply  (panel 
is 11 yrs old, 
weights are 
assigned at 

age 14) 

average 
weight of 
parents; if 
only one 

parent: 1/2 
weight of 
head of 

household  

receive 
household 

weight  

receive 
household 

weight  

Household 
Split    unchanged 

zero in 
households 

without 
OSM, 

otherwise 
unchanged 

  unchanged 

  unchanged 
(splitting hhs 
receive the 
same hh 
weight) 

  unchanged 
(splitting hhs 
receive the 
same hh 
weight) 

Merging 
households unchanged  unchanged   unchanged  

"unrelated 
merge":  like  

regular  
household 
entrants 

"move back 
merge": 

receive weight 
from new head 
of household  

Death unchanged 
for others 

unchanged 
for others 

unchanged 
for others 

unchanged 
for others 

unchanged for 
others 
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Table 2: The effect of household changes on household weights for each household panel.   
Notation: HH= household, OSM = Original sample member, TSM= Temporary sample member 

  BHPS SHP PSID HILDA SOEP  

Regular 
Household 

Entrants 

down-
weighted  

down-
weighted 

  unchanged 
(entrant is 
not OSM) 

down-
weighted to 
account for 

multiple 
pathways of 

being 
selected 

down-weighted 
to account for 

multiple 
pathways of 

being selected 

Births / 
adoptions 

average is 
recomputed 

does not 
apply  (panel 
is 11 yrs old, 
weights will 
be assigned 
at age 14) 

average is 
recomputed   unchanged   unchanged 

Immigrants 
treated like 

other 
household 
entrants 

unchanged 

treated like 
other 

household 
entrants 

  unchanged 

treated like 
other 

household 
entrants 

Household 
Split  

average is 
recomputed 

households 
without 
OSM: 0. 

Otherwise 
weight share 

Averages are 
computed for 

each 
household 
separately 

The same HH 
weight is 

carried over 
to both new 
households 

The same HH 
weight is 

carried over to 
both new 

households 

Merging 
households 

Average is 
computed for 

merged 
household 

Average is 
computed for 

merged 
household 

Average is 
computed for 

merged 
household 

"unrelated 
merge": like 

regular  
household 
entrants 

"move-back 
merge": former 

household 
weight of the 
new head of 
household is 

used 

Death 

OSM death: 
down-

weighted.   
TSM death: 
up-weighted 

OSM death: 
down-

weighted.   
TSM death: 
up-weighted 

average is 
recomputed unchanged unchanged 
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Table A-1: Comparison between the exact formula for p2 (equation A.2) and the approximate 
formula when higher order terms are omitted (equation A.3). Computations are based on 2 new 
entrant groups to a household. Each group consists of only one person (n1=n2=n3=1). This table 
shows that for small values of p1, the higher order terms are negligible.  

 

p1 Exact p2  
Approx. 

p2 

Ratio  
(Approx. p2 
/ Exact p2) 

0.200000 0.292893 0.200000 1.464466 
0.100000 0.118083 0.100000 1.180829 
0.010000 0.010153 0.010000 1.015255 
0.001000 0.001002 0.001000 1.001503 
0.000100 0.000100 0.000100 1.000150 
0.000010 0.000010 0.000010 1.000015 
0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 1.000002 
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